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To @ZZ whom, it may concern: 
Beitkncwn that l, ADONIRAM J. ÑVnsT, re~ 

siding at Lake View, in the county ot' Cook 
and State of Illinois, and a citizen of the 
United States, have invented a new and use» 
ful Improvement in Valves for Filters, of 
u hich the following is a specification, refer~ 
ence being had to the accompanying draw 
ings, in w hichM 

Figure lis au elevation. Fig. 2 is a verti 
cal section at line 2 2 ol' Fig. 6. Fig. 3 is a 
plan. Fig. 4t is a horizontal section at line 4 
et of Fig. l. Fig. 5 is the same as Fig. 4., ex 
cept that the valve is in a different position. 
Fig. 6 is the same as Fig. 5, except that the 
valve is in a different position. Fig. 7 is a 
vertical section at line 7 7 of Fig. 3, the valve 
being in the position shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 8 
is a section at lineS 8 of Fig. l, the valve be 
ing in the position shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 9 is 
a section the same as Fig. 8, except that the 
valve is in the position shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 
10 is a section the same as Fig. S, except that 
the valve is in the position shown in Fig. 6. 
Fig. 1l is a detail, being a section at line 1l 
of Fig. 4. 

It is common to introduce water under press 
ure to filters, to provide for changing thc 
course of the water for the purpose of wash~ 
ing and rewashing the filter when it becomes 
foul, and to provide for controlling the dis 
charge of the filtered water. ÑVith the pres 
ent construction these several operations re 
quire a number of valves, which are expen 
sive, and mistakes are liable to occur in their 
use. 
The object of my invention is to provide a 

single valve by which all ol' the operations 
mentioned can be controlled, which I accom« 
plish as illustrated in the drawings and here 
inafter described. That which I claim as new 
will be pointed out in the claims. 

In the drawings, A represents a valve-cham 
ber. 
B is a cap. 
C is a stuffing-box. 
D is a hollow valve. 
E is the valve stem,which is connected with 

the wall of the valve by a hollow cross bar,a, 
which is cast with the valve D. 

b is a recess or passage in the wall of the 
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valve, the inner wall of which is formed of 
metal cast with the valve. 
F is a lever for operating the valve. 
’l`he valvechamber is provided with an in 

let-passage, H, which communicates with the 
interior of the valve. rl‘he valve-chamber is 
also provided with seven outlet-passages,three 
of which, I J K, communicate with short 
tubes I’ J’ K', which may be cast with the 
chamber A, and are designed to be connected 
with pipes which lead to the filter. The out 
let L is for the discharge of dirty water when 
the filter is washed. The outlet M is for the 
discharge of the iiltered water. The wall of 
the valve is provided with two opcnings,N O. 
P is a passage from one side of the valve to 

the other through the bara. 
c is a small hole in the wall~ of the valve. 
G is a boss on the outside ofthe wall of the 

chamber A, through which boss there is a pas~ 
sage leading to the short pipe l’. 

G’ is another boss, through which there is a 
passage which communicates at its upper end 
with the short pipe J', and at its lower end 
with an opening, T, in the wall of the cham 
ber, being one of the seven openings above 
mentioned. 
There is a third boss, G2, through which 

there is a passage, cl, and to which a try-cock, 
Q, is attached. There is a passage, e, through 
this boss G2, the upper end of which communi 
cates with the tube or passage K', and the 
lower end communicates with the passage d 
through the boss G2. 
R is a passage on the outside of the valve~ 

chamber, which communicates at one end with 
an opening, S, in the wall ofthe chamber, be 
ing one ofthe seven openings mentioned. 
U is adapted to receive a pipe to convey 

away dirty water after washing the filter. 
V is adapted to receive a pipe to convey 

away filtered water. 
The operation is as follows: Suppose the fil 

ter to have been used for some time and to 
have become foul. The valve is then to be 
brought into the position shown in Fig. 4, in 
which the hole N will register with the hole I, 
and the passage l? will register at one end with 
the hole .I and at the other end with the hole 
S, and the hole c will register with the inner 
end of the passage d. Other communication 
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from the valve to the iilter being then cut oft', 
water will then flow through a pipe, I', and a 
pipe connected therewith, leading to the bot 
tom of the filter, into which the water will be 
discharged, and will flow to the top of the iilter 
and out through the tube J’ and the passages 
P and R, and be discharged wherever desired 
through U. At the same timealittle water will 
flow through holes c, passages d and e, and a 
pipe connected with K' to the strainer in the 
ñlter and be discharged, as before described. 
Such washing will remove nearly all the dirt 
from the filter. ' 
The process of rewashing can be performed 

by bringing the valve into the position shown 
in Fig. 5, in which the opening O will register 
with the opening T, and water will How through 
J’ and the tube connect-ed therewith, which 
leads to the ?ilter, entering the top of the fil 
ter, passing down through the sand and up 
through the strainer and the strainer-pipe to 
the pipe K', and out through passage b and 
hole L, and be discharged through U. At this 
time communication from the valve to the fil 
ter through I and 1’ will be closed. 
When the valve is in the position shown in 

Fig. 6, the opening N will register with the 
hole T, and passage P will register' at one end 
with passage K and at the other end with the 
passage M, and then water will pass through 
the valve and through the pipe which leads 
from J' to the iilter, being delivered at the top 
thereof, and the filtered water will be dis 
charged through the passages K, P, and M, 
and other communication between the valve 
and iiller will then be cut off. Filtered water 
can be drawn through the passage e and try 
cock Q, for the purpose of ascertaining its 
purity. The arrangement of the passages is 
such that the valve cannot be brought into any 
position which will allow dirty water from 
the filter to pass through the passage P to the 
discharge-passage M for filtered water. 
What I claim as new, and desire to secure by 

Letters Patent, is as follows: 
1. A valve~chamber provided with an inlet 

and with outlets I J K upon one side, which 
communicate with short tubes I’ J’ K', an out 
let, T, located below the outlet J,whichioutlet 
T communicates with a passage which leads to 
the tube J’, an outlet, L, for the discharge of 
dirty water when the iilter is washed, an out~ 
let, M, for the discharge of tiltered water, an 
outlet, S, and a passage, R, communicating 
at one end with the duct S and at the other end 
with the outlet U, in combination with a 
hollow valve provided with two openings, 
N O, either of which can be made to regis 
ter with the outlet T, a passage, P, through 
the valve, which passage P can be made to 
register with outlets J and S or with outlets 
K and M, and a recess or passage, b, which 
communicates at one end with a pipe, K, and 
at the other end with the outlet L, substan 
tially as and for the purpose specified. 

2. A valve- chamber provided with an inlet 
and with outlets I J K upon one side, which 
communicate with short tubes I' J' K’,an out 
let, T, located below the outlet J, which out- 
let T communicates with a passage which 
leads to the tube J', an outlet, L, for the dis 
charge of dirty water when the filter is washed, 
an outlet, M, for the discharge of filtered wa 
ter, an outlet, S. and passage R, communicat 
ing at one end with the duct S and at the other 
end with the outlet vU, and the passage d 
through the boss G, one end of which passage 
d communicates with duct c when it is brought 
to the proper position,and the other end com~ 
municates with the try»coek Q_in combination 
with a hollow valve provided with openings 
N,O,and c,the openings N O being so arranged 
that either one can be made to register with 
the outlet T, and the opening c being so ar 
ranged that it can be made to register with 
the passage d, and passage P through the 
valve, which passage P can be made to regis~ 
ter with the two outlets J and S, or with the 
two outlets K 4and M, and a recess or passage, 
b, which communicates at one end with the 
pipe K and at the other end with the outlet 
L, substantially as and for the purpose speci 
tied. ` 

3. A valve-chamber provided with an inlet 
and with outlets I J K upon one side, which 
communicate with short tubes I' J’ K', an out 
let, T, located below the outlet J, which outlet 
T communicates with a passage which leads 
to the tube J', an outlet, L, for the discharge 
of dirty water when the iilter is washed, an 
outlet, M, for the discharge of iiltered water, 
an outlet, S, a passage, R, communicating at 
one end with the duct S and at the other end 
with the outlet U, and the passage d through 
the boss G, one end of which passage d com 
municates with duct c when it is brought to 
the proper position, and the other end com 
municates with the try-cock Q, and passage e 
in the boss G, the upper end of which passage 
e communicates with the tube or passage K 
and the lower end with thepassage d, in com 
bination with a hollow valve provided with 
openings N, O, and c, the openingsN O being 
so arranged that either one can be made to 
register with the outlet T, and the opening c 
being so arranged that it can be made to reg 
ister with the passaged and passage P through 
the valve, which passage P can be made to 
register with the two out-lets J and S, or with 
the two outlets K and M, and a recess or pas 
sage, b, which communicates at one end with 
the pipe K and at the other end with the out 
let L, substantially as and for the purpose 
spccitied. 

ADONIRAM J. WEST. 
Y / 

Witnesses: 
HARRY T. J oNEs, 
ROBERT A. MILLAR. 
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